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Oxford Men Are Experts At Sarcasm in Debates

By Mr. A.

That the English and the Irish, too, have something to say about their nationalities, may just as well be quoted as a fact. Nowadays, with the whole world very much in a political mood, it is rather amusing to see how much importance is attached to nationalities in English and Irish public life.

Mr. A. says: "That is the English and the Irish, too, have something to say about their nationalities, may just as well be quoted as a fact. Nowadays, with the whole world very much in a political mood, it is rather amusing to see how much importance is attached to nationalities in English and Irish public life."
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GRIDENTON GOSSIP

By Bob Kline

The Idaho Argonaut

Gridiron gossip on the W. S. C. football team is the talk of the campus these days. Last week's game against the University of California was a real winner for the Boise team. Now the team is preparing for the Loyola game. The Idaho Argonaut. November 21, 1929

Warm, Fashionable Coats for Winter's Coldest Days

O ur winter coats are soft, snug and light in weight. They are made and cut out, either on full flowing lines, straight or with the new low placed flares. New, exclusive models are coming in daily from New York by last express.

Fashion Shop.

Hodgins' Drug Store

She's Funny That Way!

Lee Moritz has a tricky way of stepping right off the face of a ground and being perfectly oriented in time—of remaining very much singing. You'll find all the familiar horse negotiations being done with the same old cap in dance tempos—the other a crossing intense ballroom with lots of "whoopee." Before your desire wanes this one up for you, have this play stepping, etc.

O ur winter coats are soft, snug and light in weight. They are made and cut out, either on full flowing lines, straight or with the new low placed flares. New, exclusive models are coming in daily from New York by last express.

Fashion Shop.

Hodgins' Drug Store

YOU HAVEN'T HEARD THE BEST NUMBERS UN.
LESS YOU'VE HEARD THESE. ALL COLUMBIA RECORDS AS SOON AS RELEASED.

SHERFEY'S B O O K  AND MUSIC STORE

Whiter Radios Are Sold

Where Better Radios Are Sold

Columbia

COLUMBIA NEW PROCESS RECORDS

Vinylated Records—The Records without Scratch

A HAPPY COMBINATION—THESE CATCHY TUNES ON A COLUMBIA PORTABLE.
Society

Wednesday evening dinner guests of Mrs. Dean and Misses Long, Jones, Smith, and Mrs. H. L. Baker.

Mrs. Smith, Mary Murphy, Mrs. Robert, Jean Traddish, Brown, Margaret Walker, Dr. James L. Smith, Dorothy Johnson, Misses Long, Jones, Smith, and Misses Long, Jones, Smith, and Mrs. H. L. Baker.

Wednesday evening dinner guests of Mrs. Dean and Misses Long, Jones, Smith, and Mrs. H. L. Baker.

Mrs. Smith, Mary Murphy, Mrs. Robert, Jean Traddish, Brown, Margaret Walker, Dr. James L. Smith, Dorothy Johnson, Misses Long, Jones, Smith, and Mrs. H. L. Baker.

In the grain....

Your precized eye will recognize a definite type of shoes. A style we are anxious to think of us English. A ranga-sahale batter we know as Scotch. In these shoes you can find a few more for the same country—called shelf for days in town. Wear them. Work how they respond to polishing. Good looks that are interest. Get in the grain.

Across the line first with Butter-Krust Bread—because it's made of pure, fresh-sifted wheat, pure country eggs, butter and cream, and baked "to a turn" in modern ovens.

Schoenfield's EMPIRE BAKERY

...in a kick it's DISTANCE!

...in a cigarette it's TASTE!

Where Has My Money Gone?

If you are a checks card on the First National, you can always give that fill your account. We will pay your account checks on your account. Try it.

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF MOSCOW

J. S. Herbertson, President

A. J. Brown, Vice President

A. B. Waddell, Secretary

Wilhelmina Chocolate Covered Cherries

59c a Pound

Friday & Saturday Only

HODGINS' DRUG STORE

Sunday Dinner

Special Music

To Dine Well — go where the food is better — the atmosphere better — where there's a sense of pleasant companionship instead of a crowd. In a word —

COME HERE!

The Blue Bucket Inn

Built for you — Come and enjoy it.

Chesterfield

RINE TURFED and DOMESTIC tobaccos, not only BLENDED but CROSS-BLENDED

Dance Saturday Night

Harold Parker's Music

The Blue Bucket
COURT BATTLES RAGE AS TEAMS GET GOING

[Continued from page one]
...showed the Seligs for unity, the Oldham-Miller basketball when... The Seligs lead 23-15 in the second half of the game... Miller and Miller... Just a Perfect Wave
The Natural

MARIE SHANNON Phone 5551
Hodgins' Apr's.

WARM FRIENDS AND COLD WEATHER
FOR BOTH MEN AND WOMEN

Sports Coats in Leather, Woolens and Sheepkins. You'll like their hearty warmth and their good looks. Tailored to fit in very fine quality leathers or woolens. Not expensive, but real values for the money. Exclusive patterns.

Sheepskin Coats $5.95 to 18.95
Suede Jackets $10.95 to 22.50
Woolen Sports Coats $4.95 to 15.00
Leather Coats $9.90 to 19.75

DAVID'S
Exclusive But Not Expensive

“Eyes” for
blind flying!

Three new G-E contributions to the conquest of the air

TIDEBETH, flying blind much of the way, hit Ireland “on the nose” as he winged toward Paris. Now, as an aid to air navigation comes the magnetic compass, a product of General Electric Research, which gives pilots a navigating instrument of extraordinary accuracy. Meanwhile, two other General Electric contrivances to aviation have been developed—the electric gasoline gauge and the radio echo alimeter. The ordinary alimeter shows only bright above sea level. The radio echo alimeter warns the pilot of his actual distance above ground or water by flashing green, yellow, and red lights on the instrument board.

TRADE YOUR OLD VICTOR RECORDS FOR NEW
100 EACH FOR OLD RECORDS, UNTIL NOV. 9, ONLY
Hodgins' Drug Store

A BANNER VALUE

We will have on display a special shipment of sample hats

Wednesday – Thursday Friday and Saturday
At Factory Prices—$5 and Less

These hats are in both felt and velvet—and regally

Priced from $6.50 to $8.50

Choose one of these to complete your ensemble

TORSSEN MILLINERY

PLAYS!

SUNDAY AND MONDAY

Silent Films

The Story of the Miller

WORLD AND SACRED

Also

Comedy – Act – Fable

SUNDAY

Matinee and Night

100% TAKING GOOD DRAMA

Light Fingers

1200

Also

Comedy—Act—Fable
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WARNER ELECTED HEED OF EPISCOPAL CLUB

Frank Watson Office was elected president of the Episcopal club at Gold Hill Wednesday night. Presiding as vice-president and Mines McGilly

security treasurer: Warner Mc

KENSLEY THEATRE

TONIGHT

John Gilbert

"His Glorious Night"

SATURDAY

Matinee and Night

100% TAKING GOOD DRAMA

Light Fingers

1200

Also

Comedy—Act—Fable

TRADE YOUR OLD VICTOR RECORDS FOR NEW
100 EACH FOR OLD RECORDS, UNTIL NOV. 9, ONLY
Hodgins' Drug Store

A BANNER VALUE

We will have on display a special shipment of sample hats

Wednesday – Thursday Friday and Saturday
At Factory Prices—$5 and Less

These hats are in both felt and velvet—and regally

Priced from $6.50 to $8.50

Choose one of these to complete your ensemble

TORSSEN MILLINERY